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Starting Meet Manager and Setting up the Meet
1. First, start Meet Manager by clicking on the Meet Manager Shortcut on the desktop (assuming you have a
shortcut on your desktop):

2. Once in Meet Manager, you must create a new database for the meet, select” File Open/ New” from the menu
bar at the top of the screen

3. Then name your database using the participants and date on the” File name:” line (Meet Manager will place
the database in the default swmeets4 directory, which is fine):
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4. Once you have created a new Database, Meet Manager will take you to the Setup screen and ask you for some
information about the meet. The following screen will pop up:

5. Since we have a database template that we will restore, complete the required fields so you can move through
this screen and Meet Manager will let you continue. Simply place an “X” in the text fields, complete the dates
(start, end, age-up and entry deadline can all be the day of the meet for an LBSL Meet), leave ID Format, Base
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Country, and Altitude in Feet alone. Select “Age Group” for Class, “USA-S DQ codes”, the “Standard” Meet type
radio button, Meet Style is “2 Team Dual”, and “SC Meters” or “Yards” for Course radio button depending on
whether your pool is 25 meters or 25 yards. The Host LSC should be “MA” for Middle Atlantic (not really needed
for our LBSL Meets, but MM seems to want that field completed). I believe that all of the fields with an asterisk
are required at this time, others are not. The screen will look something like what follows (short of the arrows
and comments). I don’t know why, but sometimes the screen loses the “MA” for LSC and asks you to put that in
again. In any case, once you’ve done this you will be ready to restore the standard LBSL meet template. Once
completed click the “OK” button at the bottom of the screen to continue.

6. Once you’ve finished the initial setup above and clicked on the OK button at the bottom of the screen, MM will
take you back to the main menu screen.
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7. To import the template which contains the standard meet events, select File and Restore from the main menu
and MM will take you to this pop up screen:

8. Since we are overlaying the new database with the information from the Template, simply click OK on this
screen and MM will take you to the following screen asking you to find the backup database to restore (MM will
default to the last place a file was restored from which, in this case, it was the desktop where I stored the LBSL
Meet Manger Template):
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9. You will have to navigate to the place where you’ve stored the LBSL Meet Template if it is not on the desktop. (I
recommend placing it on your desktop). Click on that file to move it to the File name field at the bottom of the
screen then select the Open button.
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10. A confirmation window will pop up asking you if this is what you wanted to do.

11. Select OK and you will be taken to the following screen, asking you to verify one last time that this is really what
you wanted to do:

12. If you are sure you want to overwrite the existing database, which should be OK if you created and named a new
database in step # 2 above, go ahead and click the Yes button to be taken to the following screen:
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13. Assuming everything went OK and the restore completed successfully, click on the OK button to proceed to the
following screen.

14. THIS IS IMPORTANT – DON’T SKIP OVER STEPS 14 and 15 AFTER RESTORING THE TEMPLATE. Now we need to
go back and fix the meet Set-up information, by selecting Set-up Meet Set-up from the main menu bar to get the
Meet Set-up pop-up screen again (note that this screen now has information that was included within the
backup, which is why we quickly moved through this screen in step 5 above) :
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15. At this point you should name the meet. It is recommended that the syntax for the meet name be ‘away team’ at
‘home team’) (e.g., LMT at Brookside). You don’t need the meet date in this field as any report created by MM will
use the Meet Data information you enter on this screen. Update the Meet Start and End Date and Entry Deadline
fields to coordinate with the date of the meet (all can be the same). The Meet Age-up Date should always be 6/30
of the current year as this is the LBSL defined age cut-off date.
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16. Once you’ve completed all of this information, select OK and MM will return to the Main Menu screen.
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17. At this point you have a database shell created that is awaiting roster files and entry files. If you select the
Events menu item, MM will take you to the Events screen where you can see the events that were prepopulated in the backup meet template:
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18. As you can see, all events have been set up to have 6 lanes, because that’s what most LBSL pools have. The
standard convention to move back to the main menu from any other menu is to select this box (the up arrow
folder) :

18 a. If you have a pool with other than 6 lanes (e.g., LMT):
To change the number of lanes for each event it is easiest to do a mass change by selecting the Set-up Options

That will take you to this screen:
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Check the boxes for changing the number of lanes (check both prelims and finals), insert the number of lanes in
the boxes to the right, then click the OK button. You will get a number of messages asking to confirm your
choice and then one indicating that the process was completed. Once completed, chose the Close button to
continue. As indicated in the pop-up messages, this should be completed prior to seeding the meet, which in
our case is importing entry files. If you have a 6 lane pool, this will not be necessary.

Importing Rosters and Entry Files
19. Selecting the up arrow folder box
will take you back to the main menu. You are now ready to import
rosters and/or entry files from the coaches. The coaches will supply their files to you on a USB thumb drive
which you can plug into the USB connection to copy information from. Each coach should provide you with both
a roster and entry file for the meet. Select File Import Rosters Only and navigate to the USB drive or the place
where the rosters are located (e.g., you may have already copied them to your desktop) to import the roster file.
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20. Once you’ve identified the file the screen should look as follows:

21. Click Open to continue the process and MM will take you to the following information screen:
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22. Click OK and MM will take you to the following screen and display either the .cl2 or .hy3 file with the zip file that
you identified (this is a standard process used by MM for loading files into the database, regardless of their type
– roster, entries, records, etc.). Click the file shown to move it to the “File name” field and then click the “Open”
button to proceed.

23. You will then get a confirmation window that displays some information from the file that you are about to
process. In this case MM confirms this is a roster file created on 12/18/10. If the file you identify is not a roster
file and you have previously selected import roster, MM will tell you this on an error screen (essentially saying
the file you identified is not a roster file). You will then need to go back and select an alternate file to import.
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24. Selecting OK will bring up the following screen:

25. We don’t care about competitor numbers so select

26. We don’t care about the LSC for LBSL Meets so, once again, select
confirmation screen of what was processed:

to proceed to the following screen:

to continue to the
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27. At this point you can select OK and proceed to importing the other team by repeating the import roster process
(start at step 19 and continue through step 26) as necessary.
28. Next you will then need to import the entry files. The entry files will put the team’s swimmers in lanes in their
respective events (this does assume that the coaches assigned the correct lanes when making their line-ups in
the Team Manager software). Away Teams are assigned lanes 1, 3, and 5 with the home team having 2, 4, and 6
per the LBSL operating procedures. To import entries, go to the Main Menu and select File – Import - Entries as
shown below:
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This will take you to the Open file for import dialog (same dialog that was used to import the roster file) where you will
need to navigate to the entry file, select it and process it in a manner similar to the roster file as in steps 19-26 above.

Only at this time you should expect to see some different information in the confirmation screen that comes up which
should display the number of entries, relays and relay names included on the file (note that the picture below is not
from an actual entry import, thus the amounts are 0. The Relay Names amount should be 4 times the number of
relays or else there is a problem). If there are exceptions, this screen will also indicate that and offer to take you to the
exception report where you can then see the issues that MM has identified. Common exceptions include “lane not
available”, this happens when both coaches place a swimmer in the same lane in the same heat, thus when importing
the second entry file, the lane is not available for the second team’s swimmer. Most often this happens in exhibition
heats. You will need to use the Adjust feature to make a correction for this. The Adjust feature is discussed later in this
document.

29. Selecting OK will finish the import entries process. Repeat as necessary.
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Preparing a Program or Heat Sheets for the Meet Workers
30. Once you’ve imported the Entry files you will want to generate a Meet Program and review it to see if there are
any issues that need to be addressed. To do this you will navigate to the “Reports” menu and select “Meet
Program”: (as you can see there are many different reports that Meet Manager can create and each has a host
of options to enable you to customize them.)

31. This selection will take you to the Meet Program Dialog that will enable you to customize your Program. Here
you can select which events to include in your program and how many columns it will have. As you can see
there are many options available.
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Select the Include in Meet Program tab for additional selections: Recommended selections are checked below.
Coaches will find the “Empty Lanes” option helpful in identifying opportunities for additional swims for swimmers
who are not entered in 4 events. Note that coaches may elect to not include entry times in their entry files to
prohibit disclosure of this information to the opposing team. You may decide to NOT include this information in
your program as a courtesy to both teams.
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32. Once you’ve made your selections you can select the “Create Report” option from the top of the Meet Program
Menu to see what you’ve created. Review the report electronically for any issues. A common problem is a
scoring heat that does not have swimmers seeded (i.e., has empty lanes when a subsequent heat has swimmers
from that team). This may be due to the coach forgetting to assign a lane. The scoring heats are the first heat in
each event. Second and subsequent heats do not score. The template created is set up to score only the fastest
heat.

33. Once you’ve reviewed the program and believe it is complete you should print a few copies of the program for
the coaches, starter, and table workers as necessary. Note that completeness does not necessarily mean that
you have processed all of the individual changes from coaches (due to illness, no shows, etc.) as this can be
completed as the meet progresses along with any other changes requested by the coaches. Removing a
swimmer that does not show is not necessary, unless the lane which they were assigned to use will be used by
another swimmer.

Processing Changes (either before or during the meet)
34. If changes are necessary, proceed to the Run Menu from the Main menu
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To get to the following screen:

32. To make a change to an individual swimmer, select the Adjust button after selecting the event (currently
selected event is highlighted in blue in the upper left hand box, currently selected heat is highlighted in blue on
the bar to the lower right)to bring up the Preview/Adjust dialog box. As indicated, you may need to click one of
the radio buttons to display the list of eligible athletes at the bottom of the screen. This dialog will show all of
the heats in the selected events and all of the currently entered athletes by lane. There are a number of ways to
make changes, the most popular are double clicking and dragging and dropping. Double clicking an athlete from
within a heat will cause a deletion but not without you responding to a confirmation request. Double clicking an
athlete from within the list of eligible athletes will automatically move that athlete into the first eligible lane
starting with heat 1 lane 1 and moving down. Alternatively, you can click and drag a swimmer (holding the click
down) from lane to lane, heat to heat, or from eligible athletes to lane. If you drag an athlete to an already
occupied lane from an existing lane, MM will simply switch the lanes of the two swimmers. To delete an
entered swimmer and replace with another you must first double click the entered swimmer to scratch him or
her, then add the new swimmer using either the double click or the drag and drop. Note that when you are
dragging and dropping, MM indicates a drag and drop is in process by changing the cursor to the marlin.
Lastly, and most importantly, when making changes to entries, whenever the “Save” option is present or
presented to you, you must select it in order to make a change. This is not the case with relay names as we will
see below.
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33. To change relay swimmers, select the Rel Names button after selecting the relay event and heat to get to the
Relay Names dialog for that heat.

To make a change to the relay order (including deleting and adding swimmers) you can use a combination of
double clicking and dragging and dropping as discussed above. Meet Manager will tell you if you have a
problem (such as a swimmer swimming on 2 relays in the same event) that you may have to fix. MM may offer
to make the fix or a partial fix for you. You should notice that there is no “Save” box on this dialog. Any
changes that you make here are automatically updated to the database.
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34. If all you are looking to do is scratch a swimmer or entire relay team, this can be done by simply double clicking
the swimmer or the relay team from the bottom of the Run screen. You will, however, get the confirmation
dialog that will help you avoid an accidental deletion.

35. To fix a common problem, relay not assigned to lane by coach, you’ll first need to select the Adjust button to be
able to assign a relay team to a lane. You will then be able to add relay teams by dragging and dropping into the
appropriate lanes. Note that when adding relay teams the first team added is the A relay, followed by the B
relay, C relay, etc. As this is the case you will not want to simply double click the team for which you wish to
add a relay as that will place the A relay in the first available lane which, in this case, will be lane 1. Normally the
fastest relay would be seeded in the middle of the pool, which is why the drag and drop is suggested.
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36. If the relay team was not created by the coach (or the coach has added the relay to give some swimmers an
additional swim during the meet), you will need to add swimmers to the relay using the Rel Names dialog
discussed above at item 33 after you have added the relay team to the event.

37. If you need to mark a swimmer or relay team as “Exhibition” or “Unofficial” so that they won’t score in the
meet, simply do so by clicking the “Exh” box next to the swimmer on the Run Screen.
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Running the Meet
38. To Run the meet, select the Run menu from the Main menu and you will be taken to the Run the Meet screen
that will look similar to this (absent all of the annotations):

39. You will use this screen to enter all of the swimmer’s times for each heat and to score the events. The time
entered should be the middle time of the 3 watches as per LBSL guidelines (or the average time if only 2
watch times are obtained). There is no need to enter more than the one final time as determined by the timing
slip. You might wish to invest in a numeric keypad to facilitate data entry. As you progress through each event
and score it, the Status box in the upper left Event List will change to “Scored” and the score after the last event
for which you selected Score will appear in the Team Scores sections. In the event of a DQ you will need to
check the DQ box and optionally select a DQ code from the drop down box of DQ codes. The swimmer’s places
and points based upon the times entered will be shown to the right of the entered times. As a precaution, you
may also wish to check the exhibition box for all swimmers in heats other than the first heat of each event to
prevent scoring.
In the case of use of a pool with more than 6 lanes (e.g., LMT) all unofficial lanes in the official heat should
also be checked as Exhibition (e.g., lanes 1 and 8) to prevent inclusion in the scoring. This is the case with the
CR pool in the example above, lane 7 is unofficial.
Most of the other buttons that are not discussed above are used when using an electronic timing system and, as
such, are not relevant for a majority of LBSL meets. Teams hosting meets using electronic timing should ensure
that they have appropriate familiarity with the use of the electronic timing system and interfacing it with Meet
Manager.

40. If it is necessary to override the place, you will have to select the JD (Judges Decision) button to make the
override. This can happen, for example, if both judges agreed that a swimmer with what appears to be a slower
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time than another swimmer based upon the watches was, in fact, the winner. NOTE: the points shown below
are for the Suburban Aquatic League. LBSL Points are awarded for 3 places only: 5-First, 3-Second, and 1Third.

41. To set-up the scoring, from the Main Menu select the Set-up option then the Entry/Scoring Preferences option.
From the screen that pops up, select the 2 or 3+ team Double Dual tab then click on the red button to select
teams. Select the combined gender for the teams participating in the meet. Make sure that no other boxes are
selected. Select Save from this screen to effect a change as it is an option.
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42. Upon clicking score after each event, MM will display a results report for that event that you can print if desired
to capture what has been recorded and keep with your meet paperwork for that event. The report below is
from a SAL meet and, as such, has scoring for 5 places. The LBSL meet template is coded for scoring 3 places
with points being 5 for first, 3 for second, and 1 for third regardless of the event type, individual or relay. Also
coded in the template is the fact that no team can take more than 2 of the scoring places (i.e., can’t sweep) in
any one event.

Concluding the Meet
42. At the conclusion of the meet you will want to run a couple of reports to validate the final results. The first
report to run is the Meet Exception report to ensure that no swimmers swam illegally (i.e., swam in too many
events). Select the Exceptions report from the Reports menu, make sure that the max entries amounts of 4, 3,
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and 2 are entered as shown, select all events, then generate the report by selecting the Create Report option
from the menu. Notify the score table and coaches of any exceptions and take appropriate action to disqualify
participants from their final event, and then rerun the report again taking necessary action and repeating the
process until such time as there are no more exceptions.

43. Next you will want to run a results report. Select Results from the Reports Menu:
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Once you’ve selected your formatting options choose the Create Report option at the top of the screen to generate
an electronic image of the report that you can review prior to printing. Here’s an example. Use the buttons at the
upper left to print the report or save it to a file, if desired.

Final page of the above report:

44. The final step of the process is exporting the results into a file that can be provided back to the coaches for upload
into their Team Manager software. This is, essentially, the reverse of the file import process. To do this select
File/Export/ Results for Team Manager or SWIMS or NCAA Database from the Main menu
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45. Selecting this will bring you the Export Results dialog. Complete as shown below to create a results file that includes
all results from both teams into one file. This is ok, since upon uploading the results the coaches will only upload
those results for swimmers in their team database. Once completed as such, click OK to continue.

46. You will get a confirmation of the export similar to the following (however, you will not have splits because they
were not taken or entered for a manual timing swim meet). Click OK to continue.
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47. You will then have to tell Meet Manager where to save the results file to. Recommended place in the interim is the
Desktop as from there it will be easy to find to copy to the coaches USB drive. Once you’ve determined where you
would like it stored, click OK to continue.

48. Meet Manager will confirm where it placed the file. At this point you should be able to copy this file to the coaches
USB devices as necessary. Click OK to clear the message.
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49. At this point you can either close Meet Manager by selecting File/Exit or perform other functions such as making
a back-up of the database from the File menu.

50. The Meet Manager User Guide available for download from Hy-Tek Ltd, the developers of Meet Manager is
available from the www.Hy-tekltd.com website. It is a wealth of information that you may find useful as you
continue to learn about and use Meet Manager.
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51. One last point. As computers are sometimes finicky, you might want to take backups through the course of
your meet to defend against a catastrophic error that corrupts or, worse yet, causes you to lose your
database. Although all entries are immediately written to the database, problems could occur and you’d
not want to have to go back to the beginning and start over with the data entry process.

Best of Luck!!!!!
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